Convocation 2013: Current (and future) events  by Zack Butler

ACROSS
1. Some grad students
4. "Nova" network
7. Grapefruit relative
13. A binary digit
14. Actor Bruce or Brandon
15. Like a molecule with equally distributed electric charge
16. Villains, to a hero
18. Actor Nielsen
19. The last of these is about to begin
21. Luthor who fought Superman
22. Regular
23. Hamlet near Bloomfield, or a province of ancient Greece
26. An Ivy League school
30. Nissan model
33. Guy's partner
37. The first of these will be ending in one year's time
40. Sch. in Athens
41. MIPS, e.g.
42. Whole
43. "Simon ___"
45. Give a doctorate to, perhaps?
47. Main idea, such as for a paragraph
50. ___-9000
53. GCCIS Eisenhart winner
58. Recipe direction, such as for chocolate chips
59. Myths
60. Choose
61. Hockey Hall of Famer Bobby
62. ___ Noodle Co. of Brighton
63. Swaps
64. ___ tee (exactly)
65. Louise Slaughter, e.g.

7. Pacific island nation that became independent of the U.S. in 1994
8. "Salome", e.g.
9. In large part
10. She, in Paris
11. Animal's den
12. Bauxite or galena
17. This year
20. Type of statement explaining how a program should be run
24. Prefix with directional or present
25. Reminds annoyingly
27. Italian city famous for sparkling wine
28. Ogle
29. To be, to Henri
30. Popular netbook maker
31. Org. holding an annual tournament at Oak Hill
32. Cafeteria item
34. Prayer ending
35. Comedian Jay
38. Indian term of respectful address
39. Hit, or a swing and miss?
44. Kept
46. New World wild cat
48. Kept for later
49. Part of a suit
51. How bats, submarines and some robots detect obstacles
52. Here, in Croatian
53. Variable name you might use in a for loop
54. "This Old House" creator Bob
55. A binary digit
56. Taj Mahal location
57. Immediately
58. Concorde, e.g.

DOWN
1. Piggies, in a nursery rhyme
2. Cancel, as a marriage
3. What you might put on a dishonest student's paper
4. Ballet bend
5. This week is American Craft ___ Week (drink up!)
6. One and a half (prefix)